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MISSION STATEMENT
Thank you for your interest in this “Beyond the Laboratory Manual”. With this manual you
are stepping outside the traditional academic laboratory with the understanding that the world
itself is one big playground. Within this natural environment, and with a bit of innovation, we
can learn about the rules of nature using everyday household materials. You will find this to
be an enjoyable adventure. But as with any adventure, there will be challenges. However, you
will find these challenges to be well-placed. In tackling these challenges, you will be
rewarded with a deeper understanding of how things work. Ultimately, this adventure will
nurture your innate love-of-learning while also helping you to grow as an individual.
The path of this adventure is full of technical skills you will need to master. These include:
• Following reporting procedures used by scientists. This includes writing in the third
person.
• Being able to identify independent, dependent, and controlled variables.
• Writing appropriate If/Then hypotheses that may include mathematical relationships.
• Articulating how each activity relates to daily living and is connected to the concepts
presented in the textbook. You should be able to do this in both verbal and written forms.
• Creating data tables and graphs, as well as using your cell phone to import images and
other media into a text document.
• Formulating a conclusion to each investigation and suggesting ways to create similar
experiments with different variables.
By following this manual you will
• Use “every-day” items, kitchen supplies, office supplies, and toys readily available
through local stores.
• See that physics is all around us, impossible to avoid but also easy to enjoy.
• Be engaged by simple but effective “hands on activities” many of which you will be
building from scratch.
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CYCLIC GUIDED INQUIRY
“Free inquiry” is a method of learning where the students are provided no direction—
they are free to make discoveries on their own. But should we expect every student to
derive Newton’s law of universal gravitation on their own? Of course not. The frontiers
of science have accelerated forward over the past couple centuries primarily because
scientists have learned to work together and to make use of what is already known.
Science is very much a community endeavor.
Opposite from free inquiry is the traditional cookbook experiment. Add “A” to “B” and
sure enough you’ll get “C”. Just do it and you’ll see it’s true. The advantage here is that
there’s a strong guarantee for “success”. However, if the experiment fails then that means
you did something wrong, not that something was wrong with the experiment. This is
hardly in the spirit of exploration.
In the middle ground between these two extremes is what we call “guided inquiry”. This
is where just enough information is given to the student to provide the excitement of free
inquiry while also keeping the student on track so that learning is efficient. This manual
covers this full spectrum, moving from full free inquiry to cookbook as appropriate, but
with an overall emphasis on the middle ground of guided inquiry.
Further, this guided inquiry is presented in a “cyclic” approach. Each experiment begins
with the student researching a specific idea as presented in the accompanying Conceptual
Physics textbook and also through online resources. After summarizing the main ideas of
this search in writing or aloud, the student is then guided through a hands-on activity in
which the physics is explored. To show the application of this physics, the students
draws or downloads an image, which is also described in writing or aloud. To complete
the cycle, the student takes the next and most creative step of devising a related
experiment in the spirit of an approach closer to free inquiry.
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MATERIALS LIST
You will be performing investigations that have been created using household items,
most of which you should already have available. But just to be sure, below is a list of all
the items and materials you will need. For anything that’s missing, a one-stop shop
should suffice.

agave syrup
aluminum foil
basketball
battery (AA)
bottle cap,
cardboard box and
cardboard,
clay
coffee stirrers
deck of cards
dice
dimes
drinking glasses
drinking straws
empty soda bottle
flour
gas burner (grill)
glass vase
golf ball
human subjects
ice
insulated wire
kitchen sink
large books

leveler
liquid soap
long pliers
magnets
maple syrup
marbles
marker
masking tape
measuring stick
measuring tape
metal washers
milk
narrow rope
nickels
paper (legal size)
paper clip
paper towels
paperclips
pencil
pennies
plastic bottle
polarized sunglasses
popsicle sticks
protractor

quarters
rubber balloons
rubber bands
rubbing alcohol
ruler
safety goggles
safety pins
salt
scissors
small stone
smart phone
stop watch
string
sugar
tape
teaspoon
tennis ball
thread
transparent tap
water
water bottle
wine glasses

FORMAL LAB REPORTS
Each of the experiments in this manual is self-contained. The student prints out the lab and
writes, draws, tabulates, graphs, and/or affixes images to these very pages. . . or does this all
electronically. A lab, once worked upon, however, sets the stage for taking it to the next level
of creating a formal laboratory report. How many formal lab reports the student is to produce
is at the discretion of the course instructor. The aim is to help the student become familiar
with how to write a formal lab report. But not to minimize any potential enthusiasm for the
lab activity itself, we recommend that the majority of labs be reported informally using the
forms available within this manual. We find that a minimum of two formal lab reports is
usually sufficient. Below is some general guidance on the formatting of a formal lab report.
Of course, everything should be written in third person.
TITLE: Aside from describing the nature of the experiment, the title may include reference
to the dependent and independent variables.
PURPOSE: This will include an action verb, such as: to determine, to verify, to quantitate,
to explore. For example, “The purpose of this lab is to determine the relationship between
________ (the independent variable) and __________ (the dependent variable).
BACKGROUND INFORMATION: Include any relevant information and equations from
the textbook, online, or other references. This portion of the report may end up being several
paragraphs long. It will illustrate a connection between the material in the book and daily life.
This is similar to a literature review in a typical scientific study. Basically, explain what
information is already known and how this is the basis of your hypothesis.
HYPOTHESIS: A scientific hypothesis is a testable educated guess as to what might happen
or what might be the result of certain experimentation. The hypothesis should be written as
an “If/Then Statement”. It should sound something like this, “If the _________ (independent
variable) is ________ [increased or decreased (you choose)], then the __________
(dependent variable) should __________ [increase or decrease (you choose)] in a
__________ (linear, exponential, logarithmic, unpredictable/scattered) fashion. The best
scientific hypotheses are clear cut and easily tested. Avoid saying “I think that…” or “I
believe that…”
MATERIALS: List all chemicals, equipment, and supplies needed to complete the activity.
PROCEDURE: These are the STEP-BY-STEP instructions for the lab investigation. Read
through this lab manual’s procedure and then think carefully about any variations you may
have performed. Then write down your overall procedure in your own words. The better your
procedure, the easier it will be for others to replicate your steps. Avoid the use “I”, “me”,
“we”, or “our” when describing the procedure. Your sentences can be bulleted, numbered, or
written in paragraph form, but first person pronouns are to be avoided. Be sure to include the

independent variables, dependent variables, and controlled variables. Your procedure should
include a labeled drawing of the set up. You must also include SAFETY PRECAUTIONS,
which is very important.
DATA TABLE: Any data collected during the lab such as drawings, measurements, data
tables, charts, etc. Please note, each Data Table should have a title.
GRAPH: Be sure to label the axes with the units. Pay careful attention to the significant
figures you use in your measurements—they should reflect the precision of the instruments
you used, no more, no less. You must include a line or curve of best fit. If you do not know
what this means, please watch a YouTube video on “line of best fit”. Do not simply connect
the dots. Again for emphasis: Do NOT simply connect the dots!
DATA ANALYSIS: This section is also known as “Show Your Work”. Here is where you
show how you performed the mathematics of your experiment. Be sure to include units in
your measurements. For example, this may be where you find the slope of a line for your
graph as well as the equation of the line IF the relationship between the dots is in fact a line.
CONCLUSION: This is a series of paragraphs written with correct grammar that answers
the following questions in complete sentences. Use formal academic language, which means
sticking to third person pronouns whenever possible.
• What was the independent variable?
• What was the dependent variable?
• What were the controlled variables?
• Did you achieve your purpose?
• What was the relationship between variables?
• How accurate was your hypothesis?
• Why was the hypothesis was correct/incorrect?
• What events in the experiment were expected?
• What events in the experiment were not expected?
• What human error occurred (i.e. measurement errors, significant digit errors, mathematics
errors, etc)?
• What equipment error occurred (i.e. friction, air resistance, improper calibration, broken
equipment, etc)?
• How could the lab be improved?
• How could this lab apply to physics in the real world?
• What similar experiment could be done next to further study this phenomenon?
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